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Chapter 10: You Dare Try That Again? 

 

At this moment, the door opened with a click, and in stepped Jiang Chengye, Jiang Xun 
following behind him. 

“This is Jiang Xun, right?” Feng Nianzhen’s expression was gentle. “Why did you come 
back with your dad?” 

“He picked me up from school.” Jiang Xun said, glancing at her as if she had asked a 
stupid question. 

Feng Nianzhen’s smile froze. Jiang Chengye had actually personally gone to pick her 
up! 

Could it be that Jiang Chengye was lying to her? Didn’t he say that he didn’t have any 
feelings for Jiang Xun? 

So why did he go to pick her up personally? 

Jiang Chengye, for his part, didn’t want to say that he’d been blackmailed into doing 
such a shameful thing, so he simply turned to Jiang Xun and said, “Jiang Xun, this is 
your mother, and this is your sister, Jiang Yuexi.” 

Jiang Xun stared at Feng Nianzhen for a long time, which made the older woman’s hair 
stand on end. She then narrowed her eyes, still staring at Feng Nianzhen, and asked, “I 
thought my mother already passed away. Did she come back to life?” 
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“Wow, you must have some balls,” Jiang Xun commented, looking at Jiang Chengye 
with false admiration. 
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Feng Nianzhen’s expression froze, and she saw red. She looked at Jiang Chengye, 
anger twisting her features ever so slightly. 



“She is your stepmother! You have to respect her as your mother,” Jiang Chengye said 
angrily. “Don’t say such stupid things!” 

“Stepmother?”Jiang Xun raised her eyebrows, “In ancient times, when a stepmother 
entered a room, she had to kowtow to the original spouse. Although we don’t talk about 
that now, there is, in fact, a distinction between the original spouse and the stepmother,” 
she said, then looked to Jiang Chengye. “While some people may not remember my 
mother, as a daughter, It’s my duty to remember her.” 

She narrowed her eyes. “Especially since she gave birth to me. But to do that, she 
needed to give someone a chance with her, no?” 

“Shut up!” Jiang Chengye’s hand trembled in anger as he pointed at Jiang Xun. “Are 
you going to stir up trouble the moment you come back? If you want to stir up trouble, 
get lost!” 

“Okay.” Since the mission was completed, she still had three years left to live. She could 
talk about the future later. 

Jiang Xun turned around and walked out without any hesitation. 

This made Jiang Chengye freeze. “If you go out this door, don’t acknowledge me as 
your father in the future!” 

Jiang Xun rolled her eyes at him. “Didn’t you ask me to leave?” 

“Chengye!” Feng Nianzhen hugged Jiang Chengye’s arm and said, “Jiang Xun has 
been raised in the countryside for 11 years. It’s inevitable that she has resentment in 
her heart. Although she doesn’t understand the difficulties you faced in the past, as time 
passes, she will eventually understand.” 
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A girl from the countryside had no sensibilities. If she was to resent someone, then who 
would it be? Naturally, it would be her father, Jiang Chengye. 

With one sentence, Feng Nianzhen gave Jiang Xun an eye-opener and gave Jiang 
Chengye a way out. 

“Since your mother has interjected on your behalf, I’ll let it go this time,” he said in a 
hoarse voice. “If there’s a next time…” 

He suddenly paused, unable to say anything. 

Jiang Xun might actually turn around and leave. Just how was she brought up in the 
countryside to have such a bad character? 



As if to prove his point, Jiang Xun immediately said, “You dare try this again!” 

She couldn’t be bothered with him at this point. Turning to Feng Nianzhen, she said, “Ah 
Feng, I heard that you arranged a room for me? Where is it?” 

The corner of Feng Nianzhen’s mouth twitched at the crude way of address. “Jiang Xun, 
if you really don’t want to call me your mother, you can call me Auntie Feng.” 

With the way Jiang Xun was addressing her, she was making it sound like she was 
speaking to the house’s maid! 

“Ah Feng, lead the way,” Jiang Xun said again, completely ignoring her. 
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Did this wretched girl not understand human language?! She was so angry that her 
gentle mask almost slipped In front of Jiang Chengye. 

However, upon seeing Jiang Chengye looking at her strangely, Feng Nianzhen quickly 
regained her gentle composure. 

“Follow me,” she said ,then brought Jiang Xun into her bedroom. 

Jiang Xun looked around the room. Needless to say, Feng Nianzhen’s superficial skills 
were not bad; she had done a good job in decorating her bedroom. 

She opened the closet to find that it was empty. 

Feng Nianzhen explained with a smile, “I don’t know your size and preferences, so I 
didn’t want to buy clothes too rashly. Let’s go to the mall tomorrow—I’ll buy you 
whatever you like.” 

Wasn’t Jiang Xun going to take the college entrance exam soon? 

Since she was back here, she could forget about revising. She was planning to take her 
out every day. Besides, it wasn’t like Jiang Xun was studying very hard, so it wasn’t like 
she could do very well in the exams anyway. 

“No need, I’ll go alone.” Jiang Xun stretched a hand out to Jiang Chengye. “Just give 
me a supplementary credit card and I’ll buy it myself.” 

“What supplementary credit card?” This wretched girl still had the gall to ask for a 
supplementary credit card even though she had such a bad attitude? 



“No matter what, I’m still the young miss of the Jiang family. I was abandoned for 11 
years before I came back, so shouldn’t you compensate me with a supplementary credit 
card at the very least?” 

The corners of her lips curved up slightly. “Won’t you be ashamed of yourself if this gets 
out? Aren’t you the one who cares the most about your reputation?” Jiang Xun raised 
her chin. “If you don’t give it to me, I won’t buy clothes either. I’ll just wear this outfit and 
walk around. The people outside don’t know who I am, but the neighbors in the 
neighborhood will find out eventually. Let them see the true face of the family who won’t 
even buy their daughter new clothes!” 
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The system was rendered speechless by Jiang Xun’s amazingly ruthless words. 
“…Wow. Not only is the Host powerful, her skin’s also thicker than an elephant’s. This is 
the first time I’ve seen someone ask for money so shamelessly.” 
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Feng Nianzhen saw that Jiang Chengye was actually showing signs of relenting, she 
quickly said, “Jiang Xun, the capital’s changed a lot in the 11 years you spent away. 
You’re not familiar with the place here, so how can you go alone? I’ll accompany you, 
and I can even help advise you on your personal style.” 

“Yes, Sister. You’ve been in the countryside for 11 years, so you wouldn’t know much 
about the current fashion and aesthetics. Don’t buy anything that doesn’t look good. It’ll 
be even more embarrassing if you go out,”Jiang Yuexi piped up. 

Feng Nianzhen would definitely not buy clothes that suited Jiang Xun. Clothes were 
expensive, yes, but expensive clothes wouldn’t necessarily make one look good in 
them. 

Not only that, Feng Nianzhen didn’t even have Jiang Chengye’s supplementary card 
yet. She’d instructed Jiang Yuexi to wear his resistance down over many years, and it 
was only recently that she’d finally persuaded Jiang Chengye to give her a 
supplementary card. 

She couldn’t allow him to give Jiang Xun what was rightfully Jiang Yuexi’s card! 

“I checked on the way here. The best department store in the capital is Qinyang 
Department Store, which is full of luxury brands. Those brands’ designs have always 
been at the forefront of the world’s fashion. How could I make a mistake in choosing 
from them? Worst comes to worst, the staff will be around to help me,” Jiang Xun said, 
her hand outstretched. “As the eldest daughter of the Jiang family, I have to wear some 
famous brands or people will laugh at me. See, both you and Yuexi are wearing 
expensive brands.” 



Jiang Chengye massaged the bridge of his nose. Right now, he just wanted Jiang Xun 
to stop causing trouble. Gritting his teeth, he fished out a card from his suit pocket and 
gave it to her. “Take it. Go buy some clothes tomorrow.” 
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“I’m tired. I need to rest now,” Jiang Xun said as she happily took the card. “Ah Feng, 
call me down when dinner’s ready.” 

Feng Nianzhen took a deep breath, her smile trembling. 

Did Jiang Xun really think she was a servant? 

Jiang Chengye and the other two left Jiang Xun’s bedroom, and Feng Nianzhen 
accompanied Jiang Chengye back to his room to help him change out of his work 
clothes. 

While she took out his house clothes, she secretly used some eyedrops to create the 
illusion that she was crying because of Jiang Xun. “She’s been away for 11 years and 
isn’t close to us. No wonder she doesn’t want me to accompany her to buy clothes.” 

Feng Nianzhen handed the clothes to Jiang Chengye and took the shirt from him. “By 
the way, how did you happen to have a ready-made supplementary card?” 

 

 

 

 

 

 


